Christmas Gift Ideas

$25 to $35
Great Ideas For
Everyone On Your List

7779BK
Brick Outdoor Waterproof Bluetooth Speaker
Enjoy your favorite music regardless of your location. Take the
Brick outdoor speaker with you to the pool, on your hike, or to
your next house party. The 6 Watt output is capable of filling any
location with quality sound. The Brick has a waterproof rating of
IPX6. Includes Micro USB Charging Cable and carabineer clip.

6165BK
USB Smart Charger
This 4 port USB charger is perfect to charge
multiple devices concurrently. It has a handy
cover for the USB ports which folds down to
act as a phone or tablet stand.

HS1009CA
High Sierra® Maverick Copper Vacuum Bottle
Double-wall, copper vacuum insulated, stainless
steel construction. Keeps drinks hot for 12 hours and
cold for48 hours. Built-in comfort paracord carry
handle.High Sierra® branding laser etched on bottle
and molded into the chrome plate on lid.
600ml capacity.
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1. 1414CL
Glass Coffee & Tea Set

2. 1424CL
Lane Carafe and Glass Set

3. 1780CL
Wine Glass Set

This set of two double-walled coffee and
tea glasses have a 300ml capacity and are
packed in a black two-part gift box. Hand
wash only.

Lane carafe with 2 drinking glasses. Carafe
with narrow design and cork lid. The capacity
of the carafe is 1 L. Contains 2x200 ml glasses.

Two piece wine glass set with waiters friend.
This set is beautifully boxed in a black two
piece gift box with foam insert. 450ml
capacity.
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1. 1781CL
Pilsner Beer Glass Set
Two piece Pilsner glass set with opener.
Supplied in a classy two part black gift
box with foam insert. 350ml capacity.

2. 1782CL
Wine Glass Set
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Two piece wine glass set with waiters
friend. Supplied in a classy two part gift
box with foam insert. 430ml capacity.

3. 1735
Ice Bucket
The ultimate clear acrylic multi purpose
bucket. Perfect for two bottles of wine or
can be used as a hamper basket or fruit bowl.
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1. TK1019BK
Trekk Oil Canvas Wine Bag

2. FC1004GY
Field & Co Hudson Craft
Cooler

3. 796WD
Cheese Board Set

4. 1402WD
Cheese Board Set

Manufactured from oil canvas this
fully insulated wine bag has a welded
PU interior. Antique fitting & black
PU patch on the front for decoration.
Adjustable shoulder strap and velcro
closure front flap. Large enough to
hold three bottles of wine this bag is
perfect for any BBQ or picnic.

The Field & Co.® Hudson collection
has a gritty, urban look and feel with
a modern functional design. Can also
be used to carry wine or beer bottles
or can be used as an everyday lunch
cooler. A removable divider helps
prevent bottles from breaking, or let
you load up cans or anything else
you want to keep cold.

This five piece cheese set has a
rubber wood cheese board with
three knives and a waiters friend.
Supplied in a recycled card boad
box.

This laminated cheese board is made
from bamboo and comes with three
stainless steel cheese slicing utensils.
Packaged in a two part gift box.
Includes cheese slicer, cheese knife
and hard cheese knife.
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5400BK
Cape May Picnic Cooler
Cooler can also detach from aluminium framing. 19mm handle
drop height. Insulated PEVA lining. Main compartment capacity
is approximately 21 litres.

4274BK
20 Can Backpack Cooler
The 20 Can Backpack Cooler is designed
for those always on the go. This backpack cooler features
a padded back panel and comfortable backpack straps
for easy carrying. Grab and go with the removable,
adjustable shoulder strap with shoulder pad. This
cooler is heat sealed and features PEVA lining.
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1. 750
Picnic Rug
Perfect picnic accessory acrylic rug with
PVC waterproof backing, velcro closure
and carry handle. Available in 3 colours.
600D polyester front flap perfect for
logo decoration.

2. 7854BK
Picnic Rug in Carry Bag
Waterproof backing and easy storage makes
this rug perfect for picnics. Carry bag with
carry handle and outside zippered pocket.
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3. 4251BL
Jacquard Picnic Rug
The perfect picnic companion. Made
from soft jacquard polyester fabric with
waterproof PEVA backing. Supplied in
a navy and clear carry bag with carry
handle.

4. 4277
Beach Towel
Manufactured from 100% cotton with a
440gsm terry finish. This deluxe beach towel
has a decoration panel at both ends perfect
to present any logo or message. Available in
2 colours.
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2. 795BK
3 Piece Stainless Steel BBQ
Set
Comes with spatula, fork and tongs
made from high grade stainless steel
and comfortable silicon grips. The
zippered carry bag is made from
polyester and internal elastic holders
for the utensils.

MM1018
Marksman 23” Square
Automatic Umbrella
Automatic opening exclusive design
black and silver umbrella with
fibreglass ribs and shaft, packed in a
non woven Marksman gift pouch. Made
from black and blue Pongee polyester
material. Available in 2 colours.

SB1008
Expanding Auto Open
Umbrella
Automatic opening umbrella featuring
expanding frame. Umbrellas is the same size
as a more compact fashion umbrella when
closed at just 32’’ high, but using a special
frame expands open to a full size 58’’golf size
umbrella. Features colourised vented canopies
that expand as the umbrella opens.
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1. 9018BK
Leather Travel Wallet
Travel wallet finished in split leather with sections
for credit cards, money and passport.
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2. TK1022SL
Trekk Tool in Box
16 tools in all. Stainless steel multi tool in black
and platinum plating supplied in a nylon pouch
and matching multi-function pocket tool. Both
functional tools are supplied in a black two part
gift box with EVA moulded insert.

3. CB1009BK
Cutter & Buck® Performance Travel Wallet
Very stylish travel accessory. Open main compartment
for storing all travel documents. Multiple pockets for
passport, tickets, itinerary, credit cards and business
cards. Black leather. Two large side pockets for
currency. Flap over protection pocket secures credit
cards and currency. Quick-access front pocket for
passports and documents. Includes 1-piece Cutter &
Buck® gift box
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4. 5182BK
Top Sail 12oz Cotton Canvas Duffel
This durable cotton duffel makes the perfect
gym or weekend getaway companion. The
Top Sail 12oz Cotton Canvas Duffel features a
zippered main compartment and a removable,
adjustable shoulder strap.
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5044BK
Stark Tech 15.6 inch Computer Backpack
The Zippered main compartment has a padded laptop sleeve
and elastic organiser band to hold your mobile accessories,
including power banks and cables.

EV1008BK
Elevate Milton Travel Bag
Exclusive design large travel bag with adjustable
shoulder strap. 2 large side compartments, big
front zipped compartment and zipped pocket on
top. Made from 600D polyester and 600D ripstop
polyester.
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5161BK
Summit TSA 15’’ Computer Backpack
TSA-friendly laptop compartment allows for increased speed and convenience
through airport security. Holds most 15’’ laptops. Main spacious zippered
compartment. Rear trolley handle pass-through.

5143BK
Summit Checkpoint-Friendly
Computer-Case
Unique design lets you keep laptop in compu-brief.
The laptop-only section unfolds to lay flat on the
X-ray belt to increase your speed, convenience,
and security. Holds most 15’’ laptops. Front zippered
compartment contains interior file divider. Front
compartment for mobile phone with headphone
port. Earphone and mobile and computer not
included.

5150BK
Summit Checkpoint-Friendly
Compu-Case
TSA-friendly laptop compartment allows
for increased speed and convenience
through airport security. Holds most 15
inch laptops. Rear trolley pass through.
Made from 600D polycanvas.
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1. 9148BK
Brigadier A5 Refill Leather Journal
Padfolio
Bonded leather with stud closure internal card
slots and pen loop. Pen not included.
JB1018REFILL available to purchase separately.

2. SC1017BK
Scriptura Pattern Notebook
Giftset
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Exclusive design Scriptura imitation
leather notebook gift set including
a ballpoint pen and an A5 size
notebook.

3. 9078BK
A4 Zippered Compendium

A very stylish and versatile
PU compendium with silver
stitching. Features include
zipper closure, internal
gusseted pocket, internal
zippered pocket, 2 pen
loops, business card
holders and comes with
a spiral lined note pad
which inserts from the
side. Pens not included.
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4. 898BK
Renaissance Zippered
Bonded Leather Padfolio
Zippered closure. Interior organiser
with gusseted file pocket, business
cards, calculator & front pockets.
Pen & calculator not included.
Made from bonded leather exterior.
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